Generation of robust cytotoxic T lymphocytes against prostate specific antigen by transduction of dendritic cells using protein and recombinant adeno-associated virus.
Prostate cancer is the most common male cancer and there is an urgent need for adjuvant therapy such as immunotherapy. Recombinant adeno-associated virus type 2 (rAAV) vectors are useful for antigen gene-loading of human dendritic cells (DC) and for the rapid generation of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL). In this study, we report a protocol for AAV-loading of DC with the AAV-loading of self-antigen prostate specific antigen (PSA) resulting in generation of CTL. PSA and cytokine expression, Cell surface marker analysis of DC and CTL cells were done using a FACScalibur flow cytometer. Chromium-51 release assay was used to analyze the killing activity of CTL. It was found that AAV-loading of DC with the PSA gene is superior to PSA protein loading of the same antigen for generating effective CTL. AAV/PSA-loading of DC was found to result in: (1) strong, rapid PSA-specific, MHC Class I-restricted CTL, (2) PSA expression in DC, (3) high CD80, CD83, and CD86 expression on DC, (4) high level of IL-12 and low level of IL-10 in DC, (5) T cell populations with significant interferon gamma (IFNgamma) expression, but low IL-4 expression, (6) high proliferation of T cell populations, (7) high CD8:CD4 and CD8:CD56 T cell ratios. The reason for generation of robust CTL is partly explained by the characteristics of DC and CTL described. This protocol may be useful for adoptive immunotherapy against self antigens such as PSA for prostate cancer.